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Ambition
The project aims to re-create actively used public spaces
which shall bring urban vitality back into the city centre
through the use of different infrastructure networks which
are the main activators of the active public space and which
connects the city centre to the larger region. Therefore the
strategy for the city centre will affect the region as well by
creating new opportunities for the region to be linked back
together to the city centre.
Different infrastructure networks will be used to bring people
to the city centre which shall provide new opportunities for
different activities to take place and for new active urban life
to emerge in the city centre. Moreover new organization
of local public spaces will connect larger infrastructure
networks in between which shall provide more convenient
way to exchange the means of transportation in order to
provide more possibilities to access the places and parts of
the city which were not accessible before by one or another
mean of transportation.
Thus, Kaunas region which has the economic power to
expand the city will be re-connected back into the city centre
by different infrastructure networks which will be linked
together by re-organized public space network in the city
centre what shall create more opportunities for different
activities, economies, actions to emerge and shall bring the
urban vitality back to the city centre.
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Working framework
Motivation for the study

This part of the booklet will explain the framework of the
study which was used to develop the project.

Social and scientific relevance
Problem definition
Research questions

First of all personal motivation and fascination about
public space and my home town were the corner stones
to start the research. The topic of public space will guide
me in understanding the city, society, urban structures
and systems in the city of Kaunas.

Methods and techniques
Theory paper

Empirical observations about the problems of the city
were the starting points of the research. Later on different
mappings of the city and theoretical underpinning about
public spaces in post socialist countries were the main
techniques and methods used to understand Kaunas city
as a system of processes.
Problem statements derived form the city centre and its
negative changes that took place in past twenty years
and it developed to more complex and region scale
problems which are affecting the way Kaunas city is
being lived and experienced.
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The research is focusing on public space as a tool to
revitalise city centre. Therefore public space is used
as an illustrative element of urban environment which
illustrates the changes and processes.
Main methods of research are mapping the city in
different layers. Mappings of the city were carried in
different scales and different focus points.
Historic analysis revealed the way Kaunas city was
developed and helped to understand the reason of city is
being as such as it is now.
Theoretical understanding of public spaces and socialist
and post socialist city created a line of reasoning upon
which later the project was developed. Moreover it
gave substantial information about public space and its
relationships to different processes that shapes the city.
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Motivation for the study

Bring focus of expansion to city centre
Use potentials of the city centre

Personal motivation
Only by seeing a picture of any city street a person
can quickly identify which city is it which culture does
it belongs to and how people are using this street.
Streets are most common type of public spaces in the
city. Public space is part of public sphere which, in the
philosophical discussion, is the place where society is
formed, or at least the arena where the collective will is
formed with the regards to the future of society (Hajer,

Reijndorp and Brinkman 2001). Moreover urban society
can be defined not as an accomplished reality, situated
behind the actual time, but, on the contrary, as a horizon,
an illuminating virtuality (Lefebvre 2003). In other words,
by looking at public space as a tool and as a place for
society to express itself and moreover to experience the
evolution of itself, we can create spaces which express
the culture, the country, the city, people and myself.

Aims of the project
This master theses project will deal with public spaces
in Kaunas city in Lithuania. Public spaces will be used
as a tool to revitalize city centre of Kaunas. First it will
explore and identify the evolution of public spaces during
the transition period from socialism to capitalism after
the fall of USSR. The abundance of public space in the
socialist city and the dispersed pattern of its distribution
resulted in a lower intensity of its use relative to the
utilization of public space in the capitalist city (Stanilov
2007). Quick change from planned economy to free
market economy led to number of interpretations in
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Social and scientific relevance
Kaunas city is expanding outwards by implementing a
‘sprawl’ strategy. Most of new development areas are
only one family housing estate with few exceptions
and all of them are private car oriented. City in last two
decades is shrinking population wise and expanding in
size therefore private car use is increasing in high rate.
New mobility habits changed the way people use the
city. Big commercial centers are oriented to car users
and situated on intensive roads, offices choose more

accessible areas rather than more central locations, all
other functions are spreading all over the city by eroding
compact city idea which is well used and applied in
Europe.
Thesis project should bring back the focus on city centre
by creating attractive places which are able to adapt to
new ways of using the city by different users.

Fill planning system gap of scale
using the city and its public spaces. Second approach is
to rethink the meaning of public spaces for new capitalist
society. New and ‘better’ alternatives emerged for city
centre such as shopping malls, drive-inns, and new
ways of moving around the city triggered different users
to develop different ways of using city spaces. Therefore
exploration of public spaces in Kaunas city will present
and reflect situation in Eastern Europe where state of
transition, from one system to another, left deep marks
in urban patterns of the cities which were adopting
themselves to a new conditions.

Lithuanian planning system is not able to control
coherently entire city. Planning documents cover
different scales which have few connections and
overlaps in between. Kaunas city have approved its first
general plan only in 2009 which should lead whole cities
development toward one vision. Next scale document is
land use plan which is usually made for very small scale

area and usually initiated by the private parties which
rarely have broader objectives than for the site itself.
Master project should be covering the area in between
these two documents and bring forward the discussion
about necessity of neighborhood scale planning.
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Problem definition
Introduction
After the fall of the Soviet Union, new capitalist conditions
challenged the cities in Lithuania to re-invent itself. Rapid
growth of the private sector left deep marks in city’s
urban fabric. The need to satisfy uprising real estate
market requirements was and still is more important
than the needs of the public. Lithuania is experiencing
the changes in socioeconomic conditions where
sociocultural needs and spaces were not discussed
and re-thought. The city became just a physical terrain
for new economies to be born, grow, survive and

die, and city was never considered as a sociocultural
terrain where society is born, culture flourishes and
communities are re-inventing themselves in their daily
rhythms in city’s social fabric. However the condition
of change and transition can be seen as a triggering
factor and as a possibility for new spaces to emerge
and new combinations to take place. Public sector can’t
survive without private sector and free market and by
linking them together new potentialities can emerge to do
business, create culture and finally express the society.

Private sector is primary and
usually the only stakeholder in
city’s development. No public
participation

Problem statement
Public spaces in Kaunas city are less used than before.
This process can be seen as a chain reaction where after
decay of users the shops were forced to close or move
and as a result even less users are coming, bars, cafés,
restaurants are forced to close or shorten working hours,
streets become more and more empty, crime is getting
more active, city centre is becoming no longer desirable
place to live, offices move away due to unfashionable
place to do business and overall fear of public space
in city centre might lead to social, economic, and
cultural segregation and fragmentation. Moreover new
alternatives for public spaces in city centre emerged in
last two decades. Semi-public spaces such as shopping
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malls attracted big amount of users, market squares are
distributed around entire city rather than concentrated in
central areas, and offices are choosing cheaper and more
accessible locations to do business. This can be seen
as a result of changed habit of using the city. Mobility
and car use increased enormously in last decades which
led to bigger use of suburban areas which are easy
accessible by car therefore city expanded its suburban
residential areas outwards. Population didn’t increase
but on contrary decreased from 1991 and city expanded
in size, bigger distances and fewer users might be
important factors of decayed use of public space in city
centre.

Fear of crime, danger in
public space.

Pedestrian street are
becoming less used
in the city

Proximity of large
commercial attractions
such as shopping malls
changes the way people
use the city in terms of
city networks, public
space, facilities, and
activities.

Changed habits
of consumption
lead to bigger use
of shopping malls
rather than shopping
streets.
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Images from inner courtyards of city centre

Potentials
Kaunas city centre is well accessible from all city areas.
Through the time it was always a central location and
most of activities where in here however recently focus of
expansion and redevelopment shifted from the centre to
more suburban areas. One of possible reasons might be
lack of organized municipal participation in redeveloping
different regions. City centre have big potential areas
for redevelopment which are at the moment neglected
or occupied by different secondary functions and not
considered as a part of the city centre. Although there
are big neglected areas but some parts have high
concentration of public functions which serve not only
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central neighborhood but entire city and Kaunas region.
Municipal departments, governance organizations,
universities, schools, museums, art schools, libraries
are mostly situated in centre. Kaunas has more than
12 percent of students out of all population and some
universities are also situated in the centre. Main
pedestrian street is mostly oriented to commercial
activities which as a result is effected by changed
habits of consumption and emerged alternatives such
as shopping malls. In the end Kaunas city centre is not
considered as an economic, financial, educational centre
or as a friendly neighborhood to live.
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Research questions
Field of research and design objectives
Main design objective of thesis project is to revitalise
city centre of Kaunas city by using public space as a
tool to adopt it for a new demands of capitalist society
which emerged after the fall of USSR. Kaunas city
centre is experiencing decay of the users and economic
activities however it still function as a cultural center
and municipal center. This project will deal not only with
problem solving but also with potentials and activation
of the areas which are still not affected by new capitalist
conditions. New capitalist society changed habits of
using the city which had to change according to new
demands and needs. Master thesis project will be
divided mainly in research part and design part. Main
research topic is public space and its relationship to
various aspects of space, networks, culture, society,

economy and it will be researched in different scales.
The aspect of post-socialist conditions and its affects on
the use of public space will be discussed in theory paper
which will be theoretical background investigating new
capitalist society needs in Lithuania and Eastern Europe.
All research topics will be strongly related with site
specific issues which will arise after analyzing city centre
in particular. Design project will not have exact starting
time but it will be gradually introduced throughout the
research elements. In the end master thesis project will
have one and coherent story touching both theme and
site related aspects which will be explored in different
scales which will bring to final vision and strategy with
final design proposal.

Research questions
How to reuse public spaces as a tool to recreate vital
city centre of Kaunas which is used by a new capitalist
society that emerged after the fall of USSR?
PUBLIC SPACES

What are public spaces found in Kaunas city centre?
How people use public spaces after the fall of USSR?
What is the role of public space in each era of city’s development?
How did people change their habits of using the city and public spaces?
How public spaces are spatially affected by new conditions created by a market economy?
TOOLS

How to incorporate public spaces into city development plans?
How to use public space to create vital areas for the city centre?
VITAL CITY CENTRE

Keywords
public space
urban life
shifted centralities
Eastern Europe
street vitality
city centre / suburbia
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urban society
urban structures
transition economies
market oriented economy
commoditization of land

Why is urban vitality lost?
What are other centralities in Kaunas city centre?
Who are the users of the city centre of Kaunas?
What other target groups can be reached?
Why is the city centre of Kaunas no longer so well used?
How to include public space in future developments?
How to create diverse and vital public spaces in city centre?
NEW CAPITALIST SOCIETY

How did economic growth affect the city of Kaunas spatially?
What are the impacts of the commoditization of land after the fall of socialism?
THEORY PAPER MAIN RESEARCH QUESTION

How did transition from socialism to capitalism
affect the use of public spaces in Lithuania and
Eastern Europe?
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Theory paper

Public Spaces

Abstract
Abstract – This paper will review the literature regarding
to socio-economic changes on public spaces in Easter
European countries after the fall of USSR. It covers the
topics of privatization, commercialization, virtualization
and mobilization that are the main process affecting the
use of public space. Public space is the main focus of
this paper and the main question to be answered is how
public space was impacted and changed by rapid socioeconomic transformations in Eastern Europe. Therefore
this paper investigates the way society have changed
and the way new elements which were introduced, such
as car and virtual networks, after the fall of Soviet Union
affect the behaviour and life style of the people which

resulted how differently people started to use pubic
space. Literature review on these elements and aspects
will give an overview and suggestions how the public
space is used and what are the threats and negative
elements created by the processes of transformation
that can be avoided or solved in later graduation project
stages.
Key words – Public space, urban life, street vitality,
meeting place, shifted centralities, Eastern Europe, urban
society, privatization, car culture, commercialization

Methods and techniques
Methods
For research part of thesis project different methods
were used not only to collect information but also to
process and organize it.
Mapping different things, processes, flows and activities
were the main method that was used in the project. It was
carried out in different scales and different layers which
later were combined and merged in order to understand
the reason and give the explanation about the problem
that is addressed.
Analysis of statistics show the processes that Kaunas
and Lithuania is experiencing throughout the time and
it gave objective information which helped to create the
argumentation.
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One of the most important parts of the research is site
investigation and analysis of activities, experiences,
processes that a present in a city centre area which gave
clear understanding of the way city centre is structured
and the way it is affected by changing processes in the
entire city and society.
Literature review is related with theory paper and helped
to collect background information on post socialist
society and the way people use public spaces under new
capitalist conditions.
Existing plans are in a way expression of demands that
city needs to satisfy therefore analysis of these plans
gave sense of reality and projected the future of Kaunas
that is most likely to happen.

What are public spaces found in Kaunas city and the centre?
mapping public spaces / open spaces / walking experience
grouping - organizing spaces
literature review about the types of public spaces
site investigation - picturing types of public spaces
How people use public spaces after the fall of USSR?
mapping commercial / cultural / educational / social activities / functions / processes of living-working / land ownership (private, public, municipal)
Literature review (......)
actors model (ownership)
picturing events
What is the role of public space in each phase of city’s development?
mapping historical development
How did people change their habits of using the city and public spaces?
literature review (....)
mapping new expansions
analysis of existing plans
interviews
What kind of public spaces are affected by new conditions created by a market economy?
literature review
mapping new expansion

Tools

How to incorporate public spaces into city development plans?
analyzing of existing city plans
case studies
actors model

Vital City Centre

Why is urban vitality lost?
mapping functions / movements / means of transport / job concentrations / commercial activities / users
space syntax
What are other centralities in Kaunas city centre?
mapping economic activities / traffic flows / cultural activities / networks
space syntax
Who are the users of the city centre of Kaunas?
mapping functions / events
actors model
interview
analysis of statistics
What other target groups can be reached?
mapping social structure of Kaunas / public transport networks / car networks / pedestrian networks
Why is the city centre of Kaunas no longer so well used?
mapping historical development
main events overview

New Capitalist Society

What are new consumption habits created by a capitalist system in a former socialist country in Eastern Europe?
mapping commercial activities
literature review
How did economic growth affect the city of Kaunas spatially?
mapping economic activities / land use / new expansions of last 20 years
What are the new needs of a society that has gone from socialism to capitalism in such a short span of time?
mapping new expansions
literature review
interviews
analyzing existing plans
analyzing on going discussions
What are the impacts of the commoditization of land after the fall of socialism?
mapping land ownership / land use
How did transition from socialism to capitalism affect the use of public spaces in Lithuania?
Literature review
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Regional context
Lithuania and the Baltic countries
Kaunas region

Lithuania is the biggest of the three Baltic countries. It has
five cities with population over one hundred thousand which
makes it different and unique form the other Baltic states
were the capital (Riga the capital of Latvia and Tallinn the
capital of Estonia) is the biggest and most important city.
Therefore secondary cities in Lithuania have potentials and
are already the local economic, social and cultural centres
of the surrounding regions.
Kaunas region is the second largest in Lithuania however
more that half of its citizens are living in Kaunas city.
Geographical position of region created good conditions for
industrial activities to be located along main infrastructures.
Industry is the main economic sector which are located
mostly in Kaunas and in other bigger cities.
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Lithuania and other Baltic countries
Kaunas

Lithuania is southernmost country of theRussia
three Baltic
states. It is biggest in size and in population out of three
states. There are 3.349.879 people living out if which
67 percent live in urban environment. Differently from
Latvia and Estonia Lithuania have more equally spread
population over the country and there are five cities with
population over one hundred thousand. Kaunas city is
second largest city in Lithuania and fourth biggest in
Baltic States. Lithuania’s capital is Vilnius with more
Poland
Gdynia
Sopot

Elbląg

Suwałki

Giżycko

Olsztyn

Iława

Lithuania facts

Łomża

Population 3,349.872
W
Area 65,200 km2
Density 52/km2

Public administration

17.5%
Financial intermidiation

16,6%

Trade

21.4%

Пск
Барановичи

Female

Male
Urban living

33%
67%
Age composition

Russia

Valmiera

400-600
Rural living

Industry

10.0%
30.1%
Construction

Tartu

Гродно

Białystok

Agriculture

4.4%

Estonia

Плещеницы

Gdańsk

Bydgoszcz

than six hundred thousand
people and port city is
Vilnius
Klaipeda with more than two hundred thousand people.
In 1991 Lithuania got independence from
USSR and in
Belarus
2004 it joined European Union and NATO. In last decade
Lithuania had one of the highest economic growth rates
in EU. Most of the trade Lithuania conducts with theМинск
EU.
Via Baltic is European highway corridor passing through
Kaunas and new European standard railway line is on the
plans to end in Kaunas with transfer terminal.

р

Population density
in municipalities of
Lithuania
>20 people/km2

100-250
50-100
20-50

Ventspils

5-20

60< people/km2
Jūrmala

Брест

Rīga

Latvia

Jelgava

Liepāja

Rēzekne

Jēkabpils

Akmenė

iauliai
Siauliai
Daugavpils
Panevėžys

Klaipėda

Lithuania

Kaunas

Russia

Vilnius

Gdynia
Sopot

Belarus

Gdańsk

Плещеницы

Elbląg
Suwałki
Giżycko

Минск
Olsztyn
Гродно
Iława
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Poland
Bydgoszcz

Łomża

Białystok

Барановичи

Kaunas region
Kaunas and Vilnius
Kaunas and Vilnius are 100 km apart from each other. Main
highway A1 and railway tracks are connecting two cities
together. After the independence Vilnius was the only city in
Lithuania which grew in population meanwhile Kaunas lost
almost 100.000 of residents. Kaunas International airport is
going to be the main airport in Lithuania since Vilnius airport
can’t expand anymore due to space limitations. New fast
train connection (40 minutes) which will connect Kaunas
and Vilnius will start running in 2011.

Main regional infrastructures
Kaunas region is second largest region in Lithuania. It
occupies central geographic location and is connected with
main highway road from west direction from port Klaipeda
which continuous to the capital Vilnius and Belarus capital
Minsk. Another European corridor Via Baltic is passing
through connecting all Baltic States and Helsinki together
with the West Europe. Kaunas region has Kaunas city which
have half of whole region’s population, Kedainiai and Jonava
which have over thirty thousand people living and the rest
cities are between one and ten thousand people, however
more than 70 percent of people are living in urban areas.
Biggest economic sectors are industry and trade.
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Reading the city
Basic facts
Industrial areas

This part is collection of different mappings and data about
Kaunas city which will give more clear understanding about
the way city is being structured and about the processes
that effect the way it is being transformed.

Density of residential neighborhoods
Morphology
Socialist housing
Commercialization and commercial land use
Big shopping malls and shopping centres
Open spaces
Public transport
Road intensity and mobility
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Kaunas city
Size comparison
Differently from Latvia and Estonia Lithuania have more
gradually distributed population and there are other
big cities not only the capital. The processes that are
visible in Kaunas city are also found in other cities such
as Klaipeda, Panevezys, Siauliai therefore this project

KAUNAS

Basic figures and facts
can be as an example for cities to develop inwards and
introduce another planning scale documents which
focus on neighborhood and link together visions of the
city and visions of private developers.

AMSTERDAM

Area: 157 km2
Population: 355,550
Density: 2,279/km2

Area: 219 km2
Population: 762,057
Density: 4,459/km2

Total area of Kaunas city
157 km2
Built up area		
68 km2
Green areas		
22 km2
Roads and streets		
10 km2
Water bodies		
12 km2
Agricultural areas		
18 km2
Other			27 km2

Ethnic composition:
Lithuanians		 352,051
Russians 		
16,622
Ukrainians 		
1,906
Poles 			1,600
Other 			6,764

Population		 353.800
Density			2.253 /km2
Students			50.000

10km

5km

ANTWERP
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5km

UTRECHT

Area: 204.51 km2
Population: 461,496
Density: 2257 /km²

10km

10km

Area: 99.32 km2
Population: 300,030
Density: 3,068/km2

5km

10km

5km
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Industrial territories

Residential areas density

Kaunas have large industrial sector which occupies 26%
of total economic sector. Most of industrial activities are
oriented to manufacturing, logistics and trading.

Most of citizens live in socialist neighborhoods situated on
the edge of the city next to main highway. City centre is not
densely populated and have same density as urban villas
type neighborhood. The rest of population is living in single
family houses situated in suburban areas around the city.
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Different morphologies
Kaunas city have few different morphologies which were
developed during different time periods.

Medieval town
Designed for pedestrians

Urban block
Designed with public transport
Pedestrian oriented
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Garden city type urban villas Socialist neighborhoods
Designed without public transport
Car oriented

Suburban house
Design for car users
Mono functional areas without social
infrastructure

Design for public transport
Dense mono functional residential areas

New housing neighborhoods
Designed for commuters with cars
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Socialist housing estates
Socialist housing neighborhoods also called as
‘mikrorayons’ were built starting from the sixties until
the late eighties. These neighborhoods are also called
sleeping districts because of mono functional, residential
only functions. Over time Kaunas grew most in this
period from 80.000 to 450.000 therefore most of the
people were placed in these new neighborhoods.

40% of total living area
82% of people live in flats

New housing areas were planned according to
modernistic principles with high rise residential blocks
in the green environment. Moreover public transport
was the main feature which enabled to spread these
neighborhoods further away form the industrial areas,
where most jobs were concentrated and enabled to
connect them with the city centre.

Socialist housing before

Socialist housing now
38
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Job concentration + commercial land use
Kaunas has big industrial areas which are one of the
main job supply sources. City centre has mostly services
and administrative functions. Other neighborhoods and
districts have relatively low concentration of workplaces
what makes them rather mono-functional.

Commercial activities are mostly situated along main city
roads which are well accessed by cars. Most of retail
is taking place in closed shopping mall type complexes
which are situated along main highways or main regional
roads.

Big shopping centres
Big shopping centres are situated along the main roads and
mostly in the dense urban areas. However recently more
shopping areas are being created along the main highways
which are oriented to regional and metropolitan users.
One of the recent project of shopping centre was developed
on the edge of the city centre and it will be combined with
the new sports arena.

commercial land use
0%

100%
job concentration
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Commercialization

Informal kiosks
Informal kiosks were added along the main roads
and main pedestrian paths mostly in the socialist
neighbourhoods.

Highway shopping mall
Along the main roads and highways new shopping malls
were built which are oriented to car users.
42

Neighbourhood centres
Local neighbourhood centres were converted and
upgraded into larger shops.

Leisure centres
New leisure centres became combination of shopping,
leisure and services.
43

Open spaces
During different eras of Kaunas development large amount
of open spaces were left empty and disconnected from
the urban environment.
River valleys and river banks were never urbanized nor
never fully used for water transportation or recreation
purposes therefore empty and natural river banks create
an image of physically disconnected city parts from
each another.

Wide roads were mainly created during socialist period
as a result of functional approach.
Modernist green open spaces were created as well
during the socialist period as an embedded quality of
residential neighborhoods.

Green open spaces
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Wide roads

River valley
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21%
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Passengers per month - 6.216.100 		
Passengers per working day - 236.550
Passengers per weekend - 126.500

M

Trolleybus

38%

s
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60% of trips are made by public transport in 2008

Passengers per working day

Public transport in Kaunas

41%

38%
41%

Length of the routes - 374 km
Total travelled distance - 32.670 km/day

Trolleybus network

Bus
Passengers per month: 4.097.880		
Passengers per working day - 166.040
Passengers per weekend - 55.625

25%
21%

Length of the routes - 1042 km
Total travelled distance - 31.000 km/day

Minibus
Passengers per month: 6.064.440		
Passengers per working day - 228.904
Passengers per weekend - 126.500

37%
38%

Bus network
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Public transport intensity
Kaunas city have rather developed road network with
wide spread public transport system. Main Lithuania’s
highway is passing by in the north side of the city
and European Via Baltic road is passing in the west.
These roads are also acting as main ring roads for city
movements. City is divided into three parts by rivers
which have relatively poor connection in-between. Most
of the traffic movements are conducted in the northern
part and in the southern part of the city where are big

Road intensity
concentrations of living areas. Around sixty percent of
people are using public transport which is based on bus,
trolleybus and microbus. Car use is increasing with quite
high rate which is also accelerated by car depended
expansion in suburban areas. To summarize Kaunas city
have quite well organized public transport network which
is still quite well used but is threatened by increasing
car use and new sprawl spread expansions which are
difficult to operate for public transport companies.

Kaunas city have in total 1340 streets which sums up in 675
kilometers of length.

Number of trips by public transport

80%

400/1000
2008

60%
1995
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Number of private cars

130/1000
2008

1995
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One of the biggest open ‘air car markets in Eastern Europe
is situated in Kaunas industrial district.
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Conclusions
After looking at Kaunas city it is clear that few process
are mostly affecting the way city is being structured.
Density of residents in Kaunas is shifted toward the
border of the city where socialist neighborhoods are.
City centre is not the densest part of the city moreover
it is not surrounded in a close range by the residential
neighborhoods.
Commercialization process is giving the new meaning
for public space to be economically feasible therefore
commoditization of land creates a problem of increased
land sale in the suburban areas and empty spaces and
empty houses in the city centre due to high land prices.
Privatization process is a driving force for suburban
expansion however in more dense parts of the city
where communal spaces are it creates problems of
management and ownership rights because of former
socialist nationalization of land and objects and long
process of property restoration.
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Mobilization is increasing in number of cars and number
of new roads that are being built. The city is trying to
solve new emerged problems of high traffic and lack
of parking facilities in the urban environment. However
it is clear that more roads and more parking facilities
increase the problems that are being solved.
Public transport is still well used in Kaunas city however
there are few upgrades done in order to improve the
efficiency of these systems. Public transport covers
most dense areas and connects them to the other parts
of the city.
Physical fragmentation gives an image of pedestrian
unfriendly city which is divided by not urbanized territories
such as rivers, open spaces, wide infrastructure
corridors.
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Historic development
Kaunas from its origins to the fall of Grand Duchy of Lithuania
14TH CENTURY - 1795

Historic development analysis will give the overview the
way Kaunas city was structured and how these places are
visible in the present city.

Under the rule of Tsarist Russia
1795 - 1915
First republic of Lithuania
1918-1940
Soviet occupation
1944 - 1990
1991 March 11
Re-Establishment of the State of Lithuania
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Kaunas from its origins to the fall of Grand Duchy of
Lithuania 14TH CENTURY - 1795
Kaunas city was firstly developed as a compact city
based on water trading and merchant activities in the
inner city. Small scale environment was developed for
the reason of being closer to the water and to each other.
Old town still have the character of compact and small
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scale environment which now is used for tourism,
cultural activities and high quality residential living. Car
free environment creates pedestrian friendly spaces
which provides quality for the local residents.

Medieval town
market squares
religion cult spaces
public amenities
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Under the rule of Tsarist Russia
1795 - 1915
Industrial city was started when Kaunas was under
Tsaristic Russia control and new rather functional part
of the city was added together with railway tracks
and station. The railway station and city centre was
connected with first horse tram line. Large amount of
new industrial activities clustered around the train station
pushing away the residents to the upper hill of the river
valley where the garden city type neighborhoods were
created.
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Now this part of the city have still similar functions as
they were created: train station area is still occupied
by industrial territories however most of them are
already moved away leaving the site empty. Garden
type neighborhoods became high quality living areas
because of proximity to the city centre and high quality
urban environment. Horse tram line was replaced by
more advance trolleybus line.

Urban blocks
Tsar power expression
avenues and alleys
squares with monuments
networks for industry
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First republic of Lithuania
1918-1940
Kaunas was the capital of the first republic of Lithuania
therefore big plans were made to improve the city.
Continuing the expansion of industrial territories along
the railway lines more factories were opened and river
was still one of the networks that was used to transport
the goods. Residential city parts were expanded to the
north side according to the garden city type principles.
New green neighborhoods were connected to the city
centre with funiculars which reduced the inconvenience
of hilly environment and provided clean and healthy living
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Garden city
environment which was still close to the city centre.
Car use was already growing in numbers however
the distances were still kept short for pedestrian
convenience. Beautification of the squares and the
streets were the main visual improvements of the city.
New botanic gardens were added and new parks were
created.

beautification
parks / gardens
squares
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Soviet occupation
1944 - 1990
Socialist city was a continuation of industrial city
however in much more larger scale. The expansion
was based on public transport which enabled to place
industrial territories and residential ones further away
from each other. Modernist design principles were used
for new residential projects therefore large and dense

Socialist housing
urban blocks were placed in the green environment
and only residential neighborhoods were provided with
daily centres which where connected with the city
centre which provided with non everyday functions and
activities. Industrial territories were meant to be only
working districts.

functional spaces
everything is public
new way of living
Population growth

420.000
350.000

150.000
80.000
1915
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1945

1991

2008
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1991 March 11
Re-Establishment of the State of Lithuania
After the independence in 1991 Kaunas became a post
socialist city. Cars and road network enabled to use the
region which was previously difficult to access therefore
suburbanisation is the most visible and active process
that changes the city. Moreover investments in the road
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networks and increased amount of cars draws the future
of even larger suburban area than the actual plans for
the future.

Sprawl
commercialization of spaces
privatization of spaces
individualization of people
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Future development
New road structure
New residential expansion

This chapter will show the future plans of Kaunas city
which are drawn by the municipality and which are
already discussed and in the development stage of private
developers.

New industrial areas
New development areas in the centre
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Future development
New ring roads
Future plans for Kaunas city will create more clear regional
roads structure.
Bigger ring road will take off the traffic through the city that
passes from the main highway from capital Vilnius direction
toward the south of the region.
Smaller ring road will take off the pressure from the city
centre by directing indirect traffic around.
Number of large infrastructure projects have to be done
such as new bridges, new roads in the residential areas and
upgrading the existing streets to have bigger car capacity.
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Suburban expansion

35%of total living area occupies single family houses
16% of people live in private house

Along the main regional highways new suburban expansion
is planned. New neighborhoods are planned mostly on the
former agricultural land therefore few new neighborhoods
have required networks (water, electricity, sewage, roads)
moreover no social infrastructure is being planned due
to low density and high costs. Most of these areas are
developed by private developers, usually land owners as
separate commercial projects. Commoditization of land lead
to high prices for the land even far away from the city but
closer to main regional networks.
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New industrial territories
Along the main highways new industries are being
planned. Most of these industries are logistics and
manufacturing. New Free Economic Zone is planned
next to the international airport. New European standard
railway tracks will be extended up till Kaunas and new
logistic and transfer terminal will be built in the east side
of the city.
West part of the city where Via Baltic road is mostly
oriented toward logistics and small local industries
which require large areas for the factories.

Areas under development
1

Nemunas valley ideas competition (2003, 2009)

Along the smaller ring road different areas are being
discussed and at the development stage of the private
developers.

2

Right Neris river bank development (2007)

1
2
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Conclusions
Kaunas city was firstly developed as a compact city
based on water trading and merchant activities in the
inner city. Old town still have the character of compact
and small scale environment which is now used for
tourism, cultural activities and high quality residential
living.
Industrial city was extended with new rather functional
part of the city together with railway tracks and train
station. Large amount of new industrial activities
clustered around the train station pushing away the
residents to the upper hill of the river valley where the
garden city type neighborhoods were created.
Now this part of the city have still similar functions as
they were created: train station area is still occupied
by industrial territories however most of them already
moved away leaving their sites empty. Garden type
neighborhoods became high quality living areas of the
city.
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Socialist city was based on public transport which
enabled to place industrial territories and residential
ones further away from each other. New mono functional
residential neighborhoods were provided with daily
centres which where connected by public transport
with the city centre which provided with non everyday
functions and activities. Industrial territories were meant
to be only working districts. Now it is the most dense
areas in the city and public transport is still being well
used by the citizens.
After the independence in 1991 Kaunas became a post
socialist city. Cars and road network enabled to use the
region which was previously difficult to access therefore
suburbanisation is the most visible and active process
that changes the city.
Moreover investments in the road networks and
increased amount of cars draws the future of even larger
suburban area than the actual plans for the future.
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Kaunas city centre
Territory
Dimensions

This chapter will introduce the city centre by representing it
in different layers. Different mapping of functions, intensities,
densities and mapping of different public spaces will provide
broad overview of how the centre is being structured.

Networks
Functions
Universities
Public spaces
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City centre
Territory
Kaunas city centre is situated in the valley of river
Nemunas. City centre has two main parts – the old
town which has history from 14th century and new
centre which was developed in 19th century. One main
pedestrian street is connecting both parts of the centre
along which commercial activities are situated. Most
of municipal structures are situated in new town part
along main traffic roads. Museums and galleries are
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Dimensions and distances
spread equally in old town and new town. In both parts
there are universities, colleges, schools, kindergartens
which makes city centre more used by youth. There are
few residential only neighborhoods but in total centre
is not densely populated area. Surrounding districts are
urban villas type neighborhoods which have low density
but similar to city centre.

City centre of Kaunas is spread along the river Nemunas.
Train station was always separated from the rest of the
centre because of large distances and not urbanized areas
along. From the trains station within 10 minute distance
is new shopping mall ‘akropolis’ with new sports arena.
Main pedestrian street ‘Laisves avenue’ is 1.4 kilometers
of length. Old town is 10 minutes away from the ‘Laisves
avenue’ and everything is reachable within 10 minute
walking distance. River Nemunas is always reachable
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Road intensity
City centre have quite large road network for the car traffic.
The main roads which are leading to the city centre from the
region at the moment are being used also for crossing traffic.
Mostly used road is along the river Nemunas which have 8
lanes dedicated for car traffic. This road have 40.000 cars
per day and it creates pedestrian unfriendly environment in
terms of noise, air pollution and visual pollution.
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Public transport
Public transport is following the main car streets and city
centre is well connected with the rest of the city. The city
centre have rather distributed network however main lines
are around the main pedestrian street ‘laisves avenue’ but
there are no lines in the old town due to small urban spaces
which make it difficult to pass by.
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Intensity of functions

Density of residential areas

Most of the functions are situated in the Tsaristic part of the
centre. Most of public functions and administrative functions
are situated in the city centre. All functions together are
attracting more than eighty thousand people everyday.

arriving:

11.900
arriving:
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City centre have rather low density comparing with some
other parts of the city. Due to large amount of administrative,
public and commercial functions city centre has some
fragmented areas with very few residents. Station area is
particularly with very small amount of residents because of
former industrial territories.

82.900

living:

8.550

living:

17.800
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Balance of functions

Re-usable spaces

By overlying residential density and intensity of functions
the map shows which areas are more used for residential
purposes only, which are used by the visitors and which are
more balanced or mono functional.
In the end it is clear that old town is being more residential
oriented while the other part of the centre is more oriented
to daily visitors.

Large amount of former industrial territories are still
remaining next to the city centre which over time become
very potential zones for redevelopment. Infrastructure
territories, mostly railway are still occupying large amounts
of land. Kaunas city centre have many military functions
(military hospital, military prison and others) situated in the
historic parts of the city which don’t have direct need to be
in the centre therefore they can be redeveloped. Large areas
along the river banks were never developed as urban places
however there are some territories which were developed
as industrial ones.

New shopping centre
‘Akropolis’
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Universities
Kaunas have 7 universities and 6 colleges. There are
approximately 50.000 students which occupies more
than 12% of total population.
Kaunas Technological University (KTU, www.ktu.lt) is
one of the major centres in Lithuania for graduates in
technical fields such as Engineering, IT, etc. as well as
Management. KTU has also a strong R&D basis.
Vytautas Magnus University (VDU, www.vdu.lt) prepares highly qualified graduates in the field of Humani-
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ties and Social sciences. The University is famous
for well prepared, fluently speaking foreign languages
graduates in Economics, Management, Languages, and
Social sciences
Kaunas University of Medicine (KMU, www.kmu.lt) is
the largest institution of medical education and training
in Lithuania. Most of the graduates work at Hospital of
Kaunas University of Medicine. Kaunas University of
Medicine is also the largest medical research institution
in Lithuania.
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Public spaces
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Public space - Public space is opposite of private space.
Primarily public space is defined as a space which is
accessible to public regardless any social or ethnic differences.

Communal spaces - common - belonging to or participated in by a community as a whole; public; “for the
common good”; “common lands are set aside for use by
all members of a community”

Collective spaces - collective - done by or characteristic
of individuals acting together; “a joint identity”; “the collective mind”; “the corporate good”

Semi - public space - A broader meaning of public space
or place includes also places where everybody can come
if they pay, like a café, train, movie theater or brothel.
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Collecive spaces
Kaunas city centre has one continuous pedestrian axis
which connect different spaces together. unfortunately only
this axis is present and other parts of the city centre are
left behind the public space system. Identity of space is not
covering all parts of the area.

Communal spaces
Biggest part of city centre is belonging to communities.
Due to difficult and unorganized control of spaces it turns to
be poorly managed and it seems to be no ones land rather
than belonging to a community.
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Semi-public spaces
Some semi-public spaces are well preserved and taken
care off, while other spaces are left for public care which is
usually resulted in derelict and poorly managed spaces.

Private spaces
Private spaces are well preserved and taken care off.
However some spaces in city centre are privately owned
but poorly managed.
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Conclusions
City centre of Kaunas is affected by the processes
which were already discovered in the large scale
analysis.
Commercialization is creating the requirement for the
space to be economically profitable therefore only
the most strategic parts of the city centre is being
redeveloped. Moreover Big shopping mall have created
new alternatives for the main commercial streets
therefore the amount of shops and shoppers started to
decline.
Privatization is still big issue in the city centre which is
closely related to the commoditization of land. Since
the land was nationalized during the soviet occupation
long processes of returning the property to the owner is
creating big legal obstacles for renewal or renovation.
Large property prices in the city centre left the city
without the residents.
Mobilization scarfed the city centre with wide 8 lane
roads which attracted large amounts of the cars.
Parking problem and not accessible spaces in the
old town and the inner courtyards made them less
desirable for any commercial activity.
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Public transport lines are covering almost all area of
the city centre making it well accessible however public
transport is combined with car traffic that makes it less
reliable.
Most of Kaunas universities are located in the city
centre therefore large number of students are arriving
here everyday.
Most of the commercial functions are situated along
the main pedestrian streets and main car traffic streets
while the rest streets are less occupied with different
functions.
City centre have historic public spaces which are deeply
routed into the history and the structure of the city.
However large amount of communal spaces create the
problem of ownership and management. Large amount
of open spaces which surrounds the city centre creates
the image of physical fragmentation.
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Considerations
This chapter will give over all considerations about the
way Kaunas city is being lived. It will summarize different
processes that are visible and active in the city and will
draw more precise conclusions which will be used in
creating the vision and the strategy for the city centre.
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Medieval town
Kaunas city was founded on the
confluence of the two main rivers. Rivers
were the most important networks for the
trading where merchants were trading with
the west of the Europe. Kaunas was part of
Hanseatic league. City was used for living
and for trading.

Industrial city
Railway was introduced along which first
industries were started. City grew still as
a still as a compact city with distances
suitable to walk. However new expansion
of the city centre was developed with
much larger urban blocks than the old
centre. New horse tram was introduced
which connected trains station and town
hall. Living functions moved further away
from the city to more natural environments
and industries were clustered along the
railway tracks.
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Socialist city
Public transport was introduced which
allowed to spread the functions further
away from the city centre meanwhile the
city centre was became administrative
centre and a centre for leisure and culture.
New socialist neighborhoods were mostly
mono functional - only residential or only
industrial which were connected together
via public transport.

Post-socialist city
New possibility to have a private car
enabled to use Kaunas region for all sorts
of activities. Residents moved further
away from the dense urban areas to
suburbia. Commercial activities started
to cluster along the main roads. New
big shopping areas were created which
attracts people from all over the region.
City centre started to become a shopping
area for the metropolitan users.
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Schematic city morel
City is expanding along the highways
Dominating industrial sector is along the highways
Commercial activities are situated along main roads
Regional connectivity is driving force for cities expansion

Schematic city morel
for the future

Metropolitan networks and new technologies enabled the region to be accessible for Kaunas citizens.

SUBURBIA

CITY CENTRE

MOBILIZATION

More highways,
traffic congestion

Bigger roads,
Pedestrian unfriendly environment

COMMERCIALIZATION

Car oriented economies

Not desired shopping areas in the centre
because of low car accessibility

COMMODITIZATION of land

Land for sale,
suburbanisation

Empty houses and neglected spaces
because of the high market price

PRIVATIZATION

private property

Neglected communal spaces because
of ownership, managment, mentainance
problems

POTENTIALS of the city centre:
60% of trips are being done by public transport and city centre is very well connected with the rest of the city
Regional roads are going through or are leading to the city centre

City is focusing on ring road development
Smaller ring road takes off the pressure from the centre
Logistics and industries are the main economic sectors for
the near future

City centre have scale suitable for pedestrians
Cultural centre
Public / administrative centre
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Vision
Vision for Kaunas city centre is based on the reflections
and considerations about the way Kaunas city is being lived
and the way the possible future is projected.
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Well organized metropolitan Hubs will connect city centre with the
region via public space
New metropolitan hubs of different transports will create foundations for new centralities to emerge. Public space will
play a major role organising the inner structure and connecting these new centralities with the existing public spaces in
the city centre of Kaunas. Although the emphasis will be on infrastructures which will make the centralities possible and
strategic the local scale interventions will be crucial for successful integration into local systems.

Upgraded Public transport will exploit advantages of socialist city
Upgraded public transport will have clear and advanced infrastructure corridors to serve the city centre and entire city.
New public transport system will connect main functions in-between in the city centre meanwhile connecting the centre
with the city and the region. This new public transport network will be based on existing transport in Kaunas and will
exploit advantages of compact socialist city.

New public spine will create active. mix use, pedestrian oriented
and diverse backbone for the city centre
Public backbone will create active and mix use zone in the city centre. It will provide more diverse environment which will
be based on existing public and cultural functions, big events and festivals moreover it will be a place for international
conferences, cultural festivals and different small scale activities and initiatives to be organised. It will help to keep the
character and balance between market oriented activities and social and cultural ones.
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Strategy
The strategy for the city centre is using public spaces
as a tool to recreate urban vitality that was lost during
the last twenty years. Different types of public spaces
will be connected with existing public space network.
First of all regionally connected public space will guide
the citizens from the region toward the city centre
and vice versa. It will be spaces with big potential to
be developed to actively used new centralities for the
metropolitan scale functions.
Second of all new road structure will allow to expand
pedestrian streets to more elaborated pedestrian zone.
It will create new conditions and new possibilities for
the city centre to be developed.
Upgraded public transport will reduce the time needed
to travel from one node to the other moreover it will
connect city centre with the rest of the city by taking
advantages of compact socialist city. It will create new
types of public spaces which will be well accessible
from the entire city and well integrated locally in city
centre and other morphologies.
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In addition new cultural backbone will be created to
have more diverse and mixed use spaces along the new
infrastructure. Public functions and cultural activities
will be stimulated and attracted while new public
spaces will allow for different activities to be clustered
or expressed separately.
Finally densification strategy will ensure clear and
efficient way to use existing urban structure and create
new one in the renewal areas.
To summarise this strategy is using different types of
public spaces (regionally connected, well connected
with public transport, historically famous and others)
to revitalize the city centre. Number of infrastructure
solutions are required for reorganization of different
traffics therefore it is necessary to ensure clear public
and private partnership model in order to have coherent
development.
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New regional centralities

Stakeholders

Strategy

Actions

New regional centralities will be created where the best
regional connectivity is. These territories have large
amount of former industrial territories and large amount
of open spaces which can be converted to urban
environment and open space can be used for creating
integrated landscape conditions. Public space will be
oriented toward existing city centre to create a spin off
effect for both sides (new and old).
Regional roads that lead to the city centre are crossing
each other in the new centralities therefore the centralities
can act as final destinations for regional users. Moreover
railway link with the airport will create more international
oriented conditions around the station area. New fast
train is connecting Kaunas with capital Vilnius and new
passenger transfer station from European standard
trains to eastern standard ones will be created in Kaunas.
New business and commercial centres will be created in
these centralities.

Lituanica centre

Station area

GOVERNMENTAL:
National government, Municipality, Ministry of transport,
Railway company, Kaunas International airport, EU funds
for infrastructure projects
SOCIETY:
Land owners, Local residents
INVESTORS:
International investors, Local investors, Local developers,
Lituanica centre:
Improvement of regional roads, New mini Bus terminal,
Park n’ ride facilities, New municipality building, New
commercial centre
Station area:
New combined bus and trains station, New tunnel for
smaller ring road Park n’ ride facilities, New business
district, New public space connecting station, local
market, new business district with public spaces in the
existing city centre

Old industrial sites
Close to the old town
Natural environment qualities
Main roads are leading and intersect here

Bus and Train stations
Former industrial territories
Large areas for conversion
Smaller ring road

Mini Bus terminal
Public transport trasfer node
park n’ ride

New municipality

New commercial centre

Train station
Bus station
Public transport node
Transferr station
Park n’ ride
New business centre

10 min.
To the airport
40 min.
To the capital
Vilnius
smaller ring road
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Creating road hierarchy,
Reorganizing car traffic
in
the city centre
New ring roads will create more clear traffic organization
around the city centre and Kaunas city. Smaller ring road
will take off the pressure from the city centre and make it
as final destination with fewer crossing traffic.

Strategy

For the city centre it is important to create smaller ring
road. Missing links will be added to have more fluent
traffic flow. New bridge in the west from the city centre
and upgraded roads from local to heavy traffic will help
to redirect crossing traffic around the city centre rather
than through the city.

Stakeholders

GOVERNMENTAL:
National government, Municipality, Ministry of transport,
EU funds for infrastructure projects
SOCIETY:
Land owners
INVESTORS:
Local developers, Local enterprises,

Actions

New ring roads will require number of engineering
solutions to overcome natural boundaries such as rivers,
hilly terrain and others.
The areas along the smaller ring road will have higher land
value because of accessibility however it is necessary to
create more coherent urban strategy along these roads
in order not to create highway type zones in the urban
environments.

Creating car free,
pedestrian
zone
Because of reorganised indirect car traffic around the
city centre it is possible to create more clear and less
complex car street network. New pedestrian only zone
will be created and will expand the existing pedestrian
networks.

Pedestrian zone strategy

New pedestrian zone will ensure pedestrian priority
against different types of transport. New centralities will
be used to extend existing pedestrian networks. Park n’
ride facilities will be placed along the main traffic roads.
New regulations and legislations will make the pedestrian
zone more attractive not only for pedestrians but also for
different activities which are oriented to different scale
users.
In addition new pedestrian zone will make the
environment more friendly for the local residents and it
will attract more people to live in the city centre.

Stakeholders

GOVERNMENTAL:
Municipality, Local administrations, Ministry of transport
SOCIETY:
Local residents, Land owners, local societies, public
organisations, Initiative groups
INVESTORS:
Local industries, Local developers, Local investors

Actions

First of all the car traffic roads have to be upgraded for
more convenient car traffic around the city centre. Other
roads later will be degraded to serve the community
needs rather than indirect traffic.
New pedestrian streets, squares, parks, and zones will
be created which will improve the living environment.
Pedestrian zone will be created by number of regulations
and legislations which will ensure pedestrian priorities in
newly developing projects and renovating ones.

Smaller ringroad
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Possible BRT system in
the
city scale
New upgraded public transport system to Rapid Bus
Transit (BRT) system can connect the city centre with
the rest of the city by taking advantages from compact
and public transport oriented socialist neighbourhoods.
This system can reach around 80% of total population
and connect main functions in-between. The effect
will be visible not only for the central part of the city
but it will maximise potentials of existing centralities.

Strategy

The strategy for implementing BRT system will be
combinations of different layers together.
The corridor and physical parameters of it are the main
backbone which ensure reliable system in the city.
Optimal number of lines in the city will reduce the cost.
Integration with regional networks and creation of
transfer hubs will create more convenient options to use
the public transport.

Local integration and positioning of secondary stops
differs in different morphologies. Different solutions
have to be done in order to ensure clear organisation of
public spaces and reorganization of functions based on
Transport Oriented Development principles.
New corridor will bring new possibilities for not urban
areas to be converted and renewed.

Stakeholders

GOVERNMENTAL:
Municipality, Local administrations, Ministry of transport,
Transport companies, EU funds for infrastructure projects
SOCIETY:
Land owners, Public organisations
INVESTORS:
Local developers, Local enterprises, International investors

Actions

Creating the corridor by making infrastructure for the bus
network.
Local integration by TOD principle. New transfer hubs for
regional integration.

Upgraded public
transport
corridor
New BRT line connects main objects in the city centre.
Train / Bus station - Shopping mall - Sports arena Museum quarter - Red cross hospital - Culture house
- Theatre quarter - Presidents house - Market square Municipality - Mini bus terminal

New line strategy

New public transport line will connect new centralities
in-between and with the rest of the city. Secondary
stops will include main city functions which are already
situated in along the route. New rapid transportation
possibility will reduce the distances in time and will
ensure more sustainable by TOD principles to redevelop
the city centre.

Stakeholders

SOCIETY:
Land owners, Public organizations, Initiative groups,
local companies
INVESTORS:
Local developers, Local enterprises, International
investors

Actions

Continuous and separate public transport corridor is
the cornerstone for the strategy. Implementation of the
corridor will require number of infrastructure problems
to be solved.
Position of the secondary stops will create new
conditions for surrounding neighbourhood to redevelop.
Park n’ ride facilities will create more convenient transfer
from car to pedestrian oriented transport.
Local means of transport such as mini bus, taxis,
bicycles and others will help to integrate locally and have
to be situated next to the stops.

GOVERNMENTAL:
National government, Municipality, Ministry of transport,
EU funds, Transportation companies

mayor

City hall
Mini-Bus terminal
Old Town

President house
Market square
School
Musical theater
Kamerinis theater
Puppy theater
Red cross hospital
Zilinskas museum
Kaunas culture house
Contemporary musem

Akropolis shopping mall
Main sports arena

Train station
Bus station
Station Market
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Bus Rapid Transit System

Bus Rapid Transit system
Conventional
Bus services
•
•
•
•
•
•

Publicly or privately owned
Often subsidized
On-board fare collection
Stops with posts or basic shelters
Poor customer service
Standard bus vehicles

Basic bus ways

BRT - lite

BRT transport

Full BRT

•

•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•

Segregated bus way
/ single corridor services
On-board fare collection
Basic bus shelters
Standard bus vehicles

•
•
•
•

Some form of bus priority but
not fully segregated bus ways
Improved travel times
Higher quality shelters
Clean vehicle technology
Marketing identity

Public transport priority
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Metro-quality service
Integrated networks of routes and
corridors
Closed, high quality stations
Pre-board fare collection
Frequent and rapid service
Modern, clean vehicles
Marketing identity
Superior customer services

Desired system

Separated bus corridor

Higher quality bus stops

Segregated bus ways
Typical pre-board fare payment
Higher quality stations
Clean vehicle technology
Marketing identity

Corridor V.S Bus lane

Clean vehicle technology

Stations

A bus lane or bus only lane is a lane
restricted to buses, and generally
used to speed up public transport
that would be otherwise held up by
traffic congestion. Often taxis and high
occupancy vehicles or motorcycles
may use bus lane as well, though these
uses can be controversial since they
can reduce the capacity of the bus lane
for its originally intended function.

Trolley-bus

Sub stops / platforms

Hybrid bus

Transition areas

Clean fuel
Off-board fare collection
On-board fare collection

Bus corridor is physically separated bus
lane which have public traffic priority in
junctions and operates independently
from other traffic. Most of the times
corridors connects main locations
in the city: central business districts,
education centres, large commercial
centres, business parks and large
industrial areas and areas of rapid
urbanization.
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New BRT infrastructure corridor

Other possible lines

New BRT system will connect main Kaunas city parts and
main elements such as main university campuses, mayor
shopping areas, city centre, main public functions, most of
the residential districts and new developing areas.

Other lines can follow existing public transport lines where
the highest demand is. These new lines would broaden possibilities for the destination and expand the coverage range.

Silainiai
Kalnieciai

Eiguliai

Hyper maxima

Urmo baze
Senukai

Vilniaus street

VI Fortas

Laisves avenue

Station
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Making the corridor

Connecting with other networks

BRT corridor
Width of the corridor
Intersecting streets

Transferral nodes
Park n’ ride facilities
Terminals for other types of public transport
Combination with other functions
Improving well known places

30 - 60 meters
20 meters
12 meters

Park n‘ ride +
Shopping mall
Park n‘ ride +
Shopping mall +
Kaunas district municipality

Park n‘ ride +
Shopping mall

Park n‘ go +
Mini bus terminal +
City Hall +
Old Town

Park n‘ ride +
Shopping mall

Park n‘ ride +
Shopping mall +
Kaunas University of Technology +
Technopolis
Park n‘ go
Train station
Bus station
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Maximising the potentials of existing centralities

Covering 80% of total population

Existing commercial centralities
Shopping malls and big shopping centres
Mixed use land use show possible concentration of diverse
functions

Implemented BRT corridor already covers around 80%
of total population in 10 minute walking distance. Most
residents are still living in socialist housing districts which
are the densest areas in the city.

20.000
55.000
20.000
12.000

79.000

12.000
23.000
36.000
9.000

15.000
13.000
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Local integration within different morphologies

Possible expansion and regeneration areas
Industrial territories
Infrastructure territories
Military zones
Open undefined spaces

Medieval town
Designed for pedestrians.
Easy to integrate BRT stops in dense public
space network.
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Urban block
Designed with public transport
Pedestrian oriented.
Large urban blocks makes some places
less accessible. BRT stops have to be well
situated in the grid system

Garden city type urban villas
Designed without public transport
Car oriented
Few public spaces and low quality of the
streets make it more difficult to integrate
BRT stops.

Socialist neighborhoods
Design for public transport
Dense mono functional residential areas
Large amount of public space create
unorganized and pedestrian unfriendly
environment. New BRT stops can help to
create hierarchy of public spaces.
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New types of public spaces

New bus corridor will create new types of public spaces
which will be well accessible from all over the city by
public transport meanwhile it will be pedestrian friendly
and car free spaces. New conditions will allow to have
different types of activities which require flows of people
and the program could be more diverse than only
commercial or leisure as it clustered in main pedestrian
streets at the moment.

Strategy

Most important part of the strategy is to create hierarchy
of pedestrian streets and spaces in order to differentiate
activities along the streets.
Main existing pedestrian streets will be expanded
with new routes. It will be the streets with different
commercial, cultural and leisure activities.
Public transport streets will be new types of public
spaces which are well connected with the city and
are well accessible from the city centre. It will be not
the main routes however high accessibility will create
conditions for more diverse program to be placed in.

20m

Main car streets will be reorganised as main traffic
flows around the pedestrian zone. Secondary streets will
remain as neighbourhood spaces for the residents.

Stakeholders
GOVERNMENTAL:
Municipality, Ministry of transport, Transport companies
SOCIETY:
Local residents, Land owners
INVESTORS:
Local developers, Local enterprises,

Actions

By making the bus corridor in the centre the pedestrian
priority will be created and reorganized car traffic will
leave more streets to adapt for pedestrians.
Different regulations will be created for different street
type regulating physical parameters, street profiles,
functions and activities.
Stimulation strategy will help to cluster similar functions
along the streets which will create character of each.

12m

20m

New public backbone

Stakeholders

New public backbone is a zone which will provide number
of public functions, activities and initiatives. This part of
the strategy will ensure more diverse development of the
city centre.

GOVERNMENTAL:
National government, Municipality, Ministry of culture,
Ministry of education, Universities, EU funds for cultural
activities and projects,
SOCIETY:
Local residents, Public organizations
INVESTORS:
Creative industries, International enterprises, Local
developers, Local enterprises

Backbone strategy
New zone will be publicly active zone which will provide
and stimulate public and cultural functions. Kaunas
already have number of international events which takes
place in the city therefore they should be embedded into
the public strategy. Since Kaunas have 12% of students
and main technological universities it is possible to
develop this zone toward creative clusters and creative
city. Together with EU funds and international enterprises
it is possible to start changing city centre toward more
creative and sustainable future.

Actions
Stimulation for public functions and creative industries.
Attraction of international events and taking advantages
of the conditions that it creates.
New public spaces will create more public and culture
oriented spaces in the centre.
New creative and public zone will create clusters and
districts for different activities.

25m
DIGITAL INFO

BRT line
Pedestrian route
Car traffic

Narrow BRT line
n

BRT line

BRT line
Pedestrian route

ART

TECH. PRODUCTION
PERFORMANCE

LIBRARY

CINEMA

Museum quarter
Theater quarter

ART

CINEMA

ART

RADIO ST.
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Areas to densify
Former industrial, infrastructure and military areas will be
converted to more urban type neighbourhoods. Existing
block structure will be reorganised to more pedestrian
friendly structure. Since the hierarchy of car traffic
roads have changed and more pedestrian street will be
created they will bring different opportunities for blocks
to change and adapt for new demands.

Empty public spaces
Low density of residents and high intensity of functions
which attracts large numbers of people everyday creates
conditions of public space which are changing over
time of the day or week. During evenings when most
of the functions are no longer attracting people, spaces
become empty and with few residents it hardly creates
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liveliness. Weekends are also attracting quite few people
and residential activities hardly fills the spaces. Inner
blocks are used as a backyard for commercial activities
and most of them are neglected and not organized for
local communities needs.

Densification strategy
Completing missing structure of urban blocks by building
up the missing parts along the streets and densifying the
existing buildings.
Regenerating industrial, military and infrastructure
territories to more urban environment and creating new
territories to live in.
Providing new housing typologies in order to attract
different social groups and different social classes.

Stakeholders
GOVERNMENTAL:
Municipality, local administration
SOCIETY:
Local residents, Land owners, Local developers
INVESTORS:
Private developers, Private investors

Actions
Legislations for new development in historic environment.
Tax reduction for renovation projects. Stimulation
program based on EU funds for local residents to
redevelop the environment. Public Private Partnership
programs for new development projects.
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Strategy for Kaunas city centre

Expansion of the pedestrian network
Expansion of the city centre by regenerating former industrial territories.
Upgrading and integrating public transport network.
New Train and Bus station HUB which connects with Kaunas international
airport, capital Vilnius and new Rail-baltica European rail line.
Natural landscape zones become part of urban pedestrian network.
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Station area
This chapter will show the design of the station area
according to the strategic principles for the city centre.
Site investigation and territorial analysis will help to evaluate
the project site. New interventions will be made by taking
into the considerations most of the obstacles and problems
that the real projects might face (land ownership, economic
feasibility, technical solutions, stakeholders and management
of the project).
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Territory
Natural boundaries
Station area is bounded by natural obstacles which
shaped the way it was developed. In the east side the
valley hills of river Nemunas are stopping the urbanization.
Small river Girstutis and the narrow valley allowed to
connected this area with the rest of the city up hill. On
the west side river Nemunas is creating border line for

Main objects and functions
the city. More over the existing train infrastructure in the
south east part of the territory created heavy and difficult
to change conditions in terms of economic feasibility. In
the end this territory was never truly the part of the city
centre but on contrary it was as a separate unit next to
the centre.

The territory was used for industrial purposes for a long
time because of railway infrastructures. However in
20th century railway lost its importance and industries
required large areas therefore this territory started to
decay. However there are still few factories running
(Liquor factory and Beer factory). New shopping mall
was built on the edge of the city centre and quite close
to the station. Over time train station and bus stations

were never combined together and as a result they are
spread apart on the same street. In between the stations
there is the open air’ market which plays important
role in everyday life for local people and for the visitors.
The market and bus and train stations creates unique
character of the site. This functional combination can be
found in other Lithuanian cities as well.

Shopping mall
‘Akropolis’
Military hospital

Sports arena
Monestry

Bus station

Liquer factory

+30m
Open air’ factory

+68m
+25m

Train station
Beer factory
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Evaluation of the area
Valuable buildings

Reusable buildings

Historic value, Design value, Context value

Only reusable buildings
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Hygiene conditions, Flexible space, Reusable structure

Valuable buildings

Demolishable buildings

Valuable and reusable
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Strategy

Active public backbone
Public backbone will be based on the larger scale city centre
strategy to create active public space and public functions
network. New organized public space will provide spaces for
public functions to be placed and it will create actively used
public space network.

The station area was never part of the city centre
therefore new urban plan will try to connect this territory
to the existing urban structures. At the same time it will
be a separate development territory because of the size
of the territory and because of the large distances for the
pedestrians.
Master plan will have public backbone which will be
based on advanced public transport line and active
public functions strategy which will provide main artery
upon which the rest can be attached.
New combined train and bus station will connect this
territory and also the city centre with the region. Moreover
fast train connection with the airport and capital Vilnius
will ensure attractive hub for the new business district.
Reorganized large urban blocks will provide new spaces
for communal activities and for more calm residential
areas to be developed.
Finally large scale public function and the main square in
front of the station will create new identity of the station
territory.

Networks of flows
Different networks and infrastructures will make sure that
the station area is well connected with the region by public
transport, railway and bus networks. New hub will be
provided for fast and convenient transfer from one mean of
transport to the other. Moreover fast train to capital Vilnius
and train to the International Kaunas Airport will provide
much more possibilities and potentials.

Mix functions and program
Mixed functions will make this area more diverse and provide
more actively used public spaces over different times of the
day and week. Commercial program will be supported with
the cultural and public functions. Attracting residents will be
one of the most important parts of the strategy together with
creating new business district next to the station.
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Vytautas park
Shopping mall
“Akropolis”

Sport arena

Community centre

Market

Train station
Bus station
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Places
of flows
Most important elements in the new

design are
infrastructure networks which strengthen regional
importance of the territory. Train and bus station will
provide connectivity with the region while rapid bus
station will connect it with the city. These streets and
spaces will attract more diverse functions and activities
due to increased connectivity. Different regulations and
stimulations will help to create active and well used
places which will be directly connected with the station
and the city centre.

Strategy

First of all the new station and public transport have
to be combined in order to have good and convenient
regional connectivity.
Smaller ring road will be moved into the tunnel in order to
have continuous traffic flow.
Park n’ ride facilities will be combined with the ring road
and the main streets.
Rapid Bus corridor will be have priority against other

means of transport and it will be combined with the main
pedestrian routes.
Pedestrian priority will restructure some parts of existing
streets to only pedestrians or combination with public
transport.

Stakeholders

GOVERNMENTAL:
Municipality, local administration, Train station, Bus
station, Ministry of transport, EU funds for infrastructure,
Rapid bus line company
SOCIETY:
Land owners, Local developers, Local enterprises
INVESTORS:
Private developers, Private investors, Private
transportation companies

Actions

Large scale infrastructure projects to combine stations
together and create smaller ring road tunnel.
Rapid bus line corridor implementation, restructuring of
the existing traffic.

Vytautas park
Shopping mall
“Akropolis”

Sport arena

Community centre

Market

Train station
Bus station
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Station
square
Main square in front of the station will create new identity
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for the area. Moreover it will guide the pedestrians toward
the city centre. The square will be integrated part of the
new business district development however it is meant
to serve the public and the culture as a part of the active
public backbone strategy for the city centre. New large
public function will be added as a symbol of the new
square and of entire territory. The square will have park
n’ ride facilities in the lower level and the top level will
have well designed public landscape for different events,
cultural activities to take place. In addition the square
will be expanded toward the existing open’ air market in
order to create more diverse and more active use of it.

Strategy

First of all this square is part of the regional networks and
it will provide park n’ ride facilities which are important to
transfer from the car to other means of transport.
The square will be part of the new business district
which will be developed by the private developers and
Public Private Partnership model will help to make it
economically feasible.

Large public function (congress centre, music hall for
jazz festival, new library) will be placed as new landmark
for the square and the whole area. It will provide more
diverse and culture and public oriented activities.
Connection with the market will bring more diverse
users and the square will provide more space for market
activities to take place.

Stakeholders

GOVERNMENTAL:
Municipality, local administration, Station company,
Ministry of transport
SOCIETY:
Local residents, Land owners, public organisations,
cultural organisations
INVESTORS:
Private
developers,
Private
investors,
international investors, international enterprises

Actions

Establishment of public private partnership for the new
square in the business district.
Attracting large public function to be placed here.
Providing well designed square for different activities.
Providing park n’ ride facilities.
Vytautas park

Shopping mall
“Akropolis”

Sport arena

Market

Train station
Bus station
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Recycled
courtyards
Large urban blocks is the feature that Kaunas city centre
have from the Tsarist urban plan. However these blocks
due to large dimensions were never fully exploited and
they became big problem for the city centre as unsafe,
unmanaged and difficult to use for any purposes. Station
area have similar problems with the block size.
New solution will help to reorganise the inner structure
and it will provide clear access to the middle of the block
where new communal public space will provide access
to the buildings. Clear entrances and exits will make
more pass through points and it will make the block
much smaller.

Strategy

Public Private Partnership model will be the most
important part of the strategy. New partnership model
will ensure clear organisation of the inner spaces and
will help to solve the ownership, management and
maintenance problems.
New inner public space will be part of larger city scale

public space network and it will provide communal
spaces for the residents at the same time more informal
spaces for different activities to take place.
Few regulations will help to create more diverse and more
informal urban environment however stimulation strategy
for the new typologies and for residential functions have
to be integrated to the public private partnership model.

Stakeholders

GOVERNMENTAL:
Local administration, Municipality
SOCIETY:
Local residents, Land owners, Local developers
INVESTORS:
Private developers, Private investors

Actions

First of all public private partnership model have to be
established.
Urban plan and possible restructure of the inner spaces
will provide new public space around which new
development could take place.

Vytautas park
Shopping mall
“Akropolis”

Sport arena

Community centre
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Market
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Reusable courtyards in the city centre

240m

Large courtyards are the feature of Kaunas city centre which
at the moment are not used and have number of different
problems. However following the same model as in the
station area it is possible to convert them to more organized
and as a part of larger public space network. Simple
principles will determine the way spatial structure have to
be reorganized meanwhile Public Private Partnership model
have to be developed and applied in the first place.

160m

Access to the buildings directly form the street

Block in the middle creates more private spaces
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New inner public space will create access from the inside

The entrance points have to be visible and recognizable

Open block creates less formal environment
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Reflection
This chapter reflects the whole process of graduation project
and highlights the main discoveries and findings while
analyzing the city. Later on the considerations were used to
formulate the vision and ambition which was developed as
a strategy for the city centre. Design part is the finest detail
of the project where most of the elements from the strategy
are implemented.
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The use of the city centre have decayed in last 20 years what
resulted in empty public spaces

starting point

Ambition
Kaunas region which has the economic power
to expand the city, will be re-connected back into
the city centre by different infrastructure networks
which will be linked together by re-organized
public space network in the city centre what shall
create more opportunities for different activities,
economies and actions to emerge and shall bring
the urban vitality back to the city centre.

analysis

Why city center was actively used before?
Medieval city
River network
Public space network

Pre - socialist city
Railway network
First horse tram
Large urban blocks
Industrial territories next
to the centre

Centre for all functions
Horse tram
Administrative centre
Leisure centre
Cultural centre

Socialist city
Public transport network

strategy

Dense urban areas
outside city centre
Mono functional zones
Large industries

Commercial centre
Touristic centre

New centralities
Pedestrian zone
New public transport line
New types of public space
Densification

Public transport
Post-socialist city
Car network

metropolitan hubs

public transport

public backbone

Urban sprawl
Mobilization
Commercialization
Privatization

Design

Main roads

conciderations
Potentials of city centre
Public transport
connectivity
public functions
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Problems of city centre
car oriented / pedestrian unfriendly
market oriented / commercial spaces only
communal space decay

places of flows

active public backbone

mix functions,
diverse environment
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Sources
Kaunas general plan 2003 http://bendrasisplanas.kaunas.lt/
Kaunas municipality
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